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Make dreams reality
Stars and moons characterize Miniland’s latest collection, focused on moms and dads who
give free reign to their little ones’ creativity. Because fantasy and imagination will open the way
to a new world where their wishes and dreams can come true.
This new line encompasses many different needs, from the most innovative items to those
that form part of baby’s daily life. Our soft magic wands with a night light or our no-more-fears
lamps, while highly decorative, will mean your little one never feels alone. Our soft toys come
in the form of a fairy and a pixie while developing bonds with parents.
Other basics in baby care complete the collection, such as our care kit and our magical
thermometer, essential for bath time. Plus, other items that are highly practical outside the
home like thermal bottles, the pacifier holder or the healthcare book, essential for medical
appointments.
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And for the first time in 2022, we’ve added two new types of thermal bottles, ideal for school
or nursery, and little ones can choose their favourite character from the Magical collection:
the fairy or the pixie.

wandy moon 89363
wandy star 89364
NO-MORE-FEARS WHITE STAR AND MOON LIGHTS

Activation by movement

Timer (30 min)

Sound activation

With Velcro to hang it from the
crib or pram

White light

Bid goodbye to a fear of the dark
In the shape of a star or a moon, these fantastic magic wands are your baby’s perfect
companion at night since their soft relaxing light encourages calm in the dark bringing
on sleep again.
Easy cleaning
Manufactured as a soft toy that is pleasant to the baby’s touch, the extractable light
module means you can wash it whenever needed.
Different activation modes according to the baby’s taste
It can be used in normal mode for constant operation, in movement mode when
shaken by the baby as if it were a real magic wand, or activated by sound since it
incorporates a sensor to pick up baby’s crying.
Automatic turn-off or continuous mode
Wandy can be used in continuous light mode, or automatically turn off after 30
minutes of use. It operates with a long-life rechargeable battery.
Always visible anywhere
It includes a practical velcro strip at the rear to attach it to the stroller, cot or any other
element so it can always be close by and visible to the baby.
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89363 moon

89364 star

cosy dreamer 89360
SILICON NIGHT LIGHT PLAYING RELAXING SOUNDS

Soft and soft to the touch

Rainbow night light

Timer (30 min)

Sounds designed for the baby

3 fixed colors

Safe

Soft and smooth to the touch
Made of silicon, highly flexible and easy for little hands to grip since it is smooth and
soft to the touch.
A relaxing sound to encourage sleep
It plays five sounds that help baby relax and sleep.
A light your baby chooses
The color of the light can be selected to your baby’s preference: you can choose between
soft white light, intense white light, changing rainbow light, or a single color. The different
light modes are activated by pressure or soft tapping.
Sleep peacefully
This night light can remain on throughout the night to keep your baby feeling safe
thanks to its long-life rechargeable battery, or it can turn off automatically after
30 minutes.
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dreamcube 89311
COMPLETE PROJECTOR WITH SOUNDS, MELODIES, AND
SOUND ACTIVATION

3 projections to choose from

Sound activation

Customisable: play back
any song

Several melodies

Works with batteries or connected
to the mains supply

Relaxes even the fussiest babies!
Thanks to the sweet lullabies and sounds, the relaxing drawings projected on the
ceiling and the soft coloured lights, dreamcube helps relax and sleep even the most
awakened babies.
Continuous mode or audio activation
The projector can work continuously or via sound activation, in which case it will
remain on sleep mode while the baby rests peacefully, automatically activating itself if
it detects the baby’s cry so that it can help them to go back to sleep.
In addition, after three minutes it will shut down again to avoid disturbing the babies in
case they have already reconciled sleep.
Projections and music that the baby will like
With dreamcube it is possible to choose from three different projection patterns
according to the baby’s preference. Furthermore, it comes with 15 preset melodies
and sounds. For all preferences!
Infinitive possibilities for music and sounds
As well as the preset sounds it is possible for any melody to be played back thanks to
its audio connector. This can be used to connect the projector to a computer, a mobile
phone, etc.to make the little one enjoy any melody or sound without limitations.
Independent and combinable sound and projection
dreamcube adapts to the needs of each baby and parent. Melodies and projections
can be used combined or independently, so that the baby can enjoy only the
projection, the music or the combination of both as desired.
Connect it to the mains supply or use it on battery power
dreamcube can be used connected to the mains supply, allowing the parents not to
have to worry about the projector’s operational time or with batteries if they prefer to
avoid the use of cables.
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89363

89364

wandy moon

wandy star

89360

89311

cosy dreamer

Night lights

dreamcube

Light and music

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Charging time
Playing time
Power supply
Battery
Size (width x height x depth)

2 hours

3 hours

approx. 8 hours 1

approx. 8 hours 1

5V, 500 mA

5V, 500 mA

1xLi-ion 3.7V 500mAh rechargeable

1xLi-ion 3.7V 500mAh rechargeable

13x23x5 cm

11.5x12x8.5 cm

3 x AAA 1.5V batteries / Adaptor
10.3x10.3x10.3 cm
•

Audio jack input
wandy moon 89363: 100 g
wandy star 89364: 90 g

170 g

300 g

Predefined sounds
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15

Cyclic reproduction

•

•

Volume control

•

5 niveles

Optional after 30 minutes

Optional after 30 minutes

After 5 minutes in sound activation mode
After 30 minutes in continuous mode

•

•

Fixed light colours

1

9

Charging indicator

•

•

Weight

FUNCTIONS
Motion activation

•

Sound activation

•

•
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Number of projections
Auto power off
Rainbow mode

ACCESSORIES
Velcro fastening

•
•

Audio Jack cable
USB charging cable
Adaptor included
1 Playing time at medium volume
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•

•

•
•

thermobaby 89357
thermokid 89358
THERMAL LITTLE BOTTLES FROM STAINLESS STEEL WITH NIPPLE
OR STRAW

Evolutionary

To take anywhere

No spills

With scale

Cold and hot foods

Learning handles

Keeps liquid’s temperature for even longer
The Miniland thermobaby and thermokid thermal little bottles maintain a liquid’s
temperature for even longer thanks to its double wall of steel, so the little ones can
enjoy them everywhere.
Two options according to the baby’s age, and also interchangeable
Two models of thermal bottles depending on the age of the baby: thermobaby, with
nipple, is aimed at babies between the ages of zero and two years, and thermokid, with
straw, is designed for slightly older children between the ages of two and four years. In
addition, the bottles are interchangeable for being able to mix the sizes, colours and
accessories as desired.
A fun outer design
An original fun design in attractive colors with a soft and spongy outer texture.
Materials of exceptional quality
With 18/8 steel (304 steel) on the interior, which offers extremely low thermal conductivity
and great resistance to high temperature, it is the best choice for food conservation.
Easy to hold
Thanks to the handles on the sides, the baby can grab the little thermal bottles
with their little hands. Furthermore, the handle can be easily taken off or put on as
deemed preferable.
Ideal capacity and controlled amounts
The thermobaby and thermokid, with a 240 ml capacity, come with a practical
measuring scale inside.
Nipple or straw anywhere and without any spills
Thanks to the protective lid on the thermobaby magical and the closure system on the
thermokid, both the nipple as well as the straw will always be kept clean and ready for use.
Furthermore, they also protect against unwanted spills when they are being carried.
No bisphenol A
100% BPA free
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89357 thermobaby
(240ml)

89358 thermokid
(240ml)

kid bottle fairy 89421
kid bottle pixie 89461
270ML THERMOS FLASK PERFECT FOR THE LITTLE ONES AT HOME

Highly effective

To take anywhere

Double insulation layer

No spills

Cold and hot foods

Exceptional quality materials
They are made of 18/8 steel (304 steel) on the inside, which has very low thermal
conductivity and very good resistance to high temperatures, the most suitable for food
preservation.
Reusable and durable
Its manufacture in stainless steel allows for prolonged use and reuse over time,
contributing to environmental sustainability. In this way, parents can teach their children
the importance of caring for and respecting the world in which they are going to live.
In addition, they have an ideal size (270ml) so that children can go anywhere with them.
They keep liquids at the right temperature for a longer time
Miniland’s little bottles keep drinks hot or cold for longer thanks to their double
stainless steel wall, so that the little ones stay well hydrated at school, on excursions...
wherever they are!
Fun design
With attractive colours, fun and original designs, the magical bottle has two fun
designs, so you can choose the one you like best: Fairy and Pixie.
Bisphenol A free
100% BPA free.

89421 fairy
(270 ml)
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89461 pixie
(270 ml)

thermobaby

SILICONE

thermokid 89358

89357

SILICONE

PP

PP

PP

PP

95

Room temperature: 22°C
Flask content: water
thermobaby 89357

ACERO

thermokid 89358

PP
SILICONE

79
72

kid bottle 89421 & 89461

72

78

67
64
64
RUBBER PAINT

RUBBER PAINT

304 STEEL

304 STEEL

VACUUM CHAMBER

VACUUM CHAMBER

304 STEEL

304 STEEL4

304 STEEL

63

61

59

56

VACUUM CHAMBER

THERMIC
BOTTLES

53
52

304 STEEL

Double steel layer
Size (height x width x depth)

44

89358

89421 & 89461

thermobaby magical

thermokid magical

kid bottle

240ml

240ml

•

•

•

18.5x12.5x6.4 cm

18x12.5x6.4 cm

20x6.6x6.6 cm

89357

ACCESSORIES
Nipple

•
•

Straw
Side handles
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52
50

48

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Capacity

53

•

•

270ml

pacipocket 89335
WOVEN PACIFIER CASE WITH A CARRY HANDLE
To take anywhere
Upper opening with zip

180º

180° opening
High quality materials

Waterproof fabric

Pacifiers always stay clean
They protect the pacifier from impurities and external agents, keeping it always
clean, whether at home or on a walk, carrying it comfortably and hygienically.
Handle for comfortable carrying anywhere
It includes a handle topped by a button to attach it to the cot, crib, stroller or handbag
so you always have it handy.
With a zip seal for greater safety
It ensures the pacifier is always in perfect condition thanks to its zip seal.
Very comfortable
Its waterproof fabric is easy to clean. It also has interior strips to hold the pacifier
so that it doesn’t fall when opened.
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carebook 89336
MAGICAL HEALTHCARE BOOK COVER AND DOCUMENT POUCH

To take anywhere
Upper opening with zip

180º

180° opening
High quality materials

Waterproof fabric

Always at hand for medical visits
It protects your healthcare notebook from deterioration through use and carries
all the documentation relating to your baby so you can always find it for all your
pediatric visits.
Documentation visible in additional compartments
Diverse compartments with a transparent pocket in different sizes let you keep both
your healthcare book and other doctor’s cards, prescriptions or appointment cards
well organized and in sight.
Zip seal so as not to lose any data
Make your document pouch the perfect ally for carrying in the bag on your
stroller or vanity kit so you never forget it.
Comfortable size fits the standard
At 17x24 cm, it is the same size as the healthcare books provided by hospital maternity.
Waterproof exterior
Thanks to the waterproof fabric of the carebook, you can clean the cover quickly and
comfortably.
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carekit 89365
ESSENTIAL BABY CARE KIT FOR HOME OR TRAVEL

At home and in the car

Bag with waterproof interior

7 hygiene products

Comfortable hook for hanging
anywhere

· Silicone Gum Brush (1)
· Nasal aspirator (2)
· Comb (3)
· Natural bristle brush (4)
· Scissors (5)
· Nail clippers (6)
· 4 file nails (7)

4

2

1

3
5

6
7

All the basics for your baby’s care and hygiene
This fun baby care kit includes all the essentials for your little one’s daily care and
hygiene: a comb and natural bristle brush, scissors, nail clippers and two files for
manicuring their nails, a nasal spray and a silicon brush for cleaning their wee teeth
and massaging their gums.
Practical for use at home or away
It includes an extremely useful hook at one end to hang it in any spot in the room,
whether at home or traveling. It also has a handle for carrying the bag comfortably
once folded.
Everything in sight
The care kit opens completely, so you have all the items in the set within view.
Compartments to have everything at hand
The bag’s interior is organized into three spaces to help organization. It contains two zipped
pockets, one of which is transparent for your hygienic items so the content can be seen.
There is also an intermediate space that holds the other accessories with elastic strips.
Easy to clean and dry
The interior of the carekit is waterproof, making it easy to clean and ensuring the items
inside are always dry and ready to use.
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thermo bath 89337
BATH AND ENVIRONMENTAL THERMOMETER WITH THE FRIENDLY
SHAPE OF A FROG

Stopwatch & timer

Bath thermometer

Environmental thermometer

Alert of high / low temperature

Playmate

Clock

A pleasant and funny bath under any circumstances
thermo bath allows the parents to easily control at any time both the bath water and
the room temperature as it measures them constantly, showing on its screen any
variations that occur.
The baby’s favourite temperature
The ideal bath temperature at home varies between 36 and 38 degrees. With thermo
bath you can reach your baby’s favourite temperature and make sure that it does not
move away from these values.
Playmate
The baby may hold it and even submerge it when it is floating as it complies with the
toy safety standards.
Alerts for high or low temperature
The frog warns with a green light when the water temperature is lower than 30ºC and
with a red light when it is greater than 39ºC. In addition, it shows arrows on the screen
indicating that the water temperature is out the comfort range.
Controls the bath time
Aside from the digital clock, thermos bath also has a stopwatch with a countdown and
count forward which allows parents to control bath time.
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dreambuddy pixie 89361
dreambuddy fairy 89362
THE IDEAL DREAM COMPANION
Strengthens the bonds

With Velcro to hang it from the
crib or pram

Lovey Doll
Our fairy and elf stuffed toys are cuddly and very soft, making them an ideal companion
in any situation, such as bedtime.
In those and other moments when the baby is alone, dreambuddy will function as
lovey. This helps the baby feel secure, fulfilling an important psychological function.
A faithful companion, anywhere
The practical Velcro strap on its back makes it easy to hang on a crib, pram/stroller or
anywhere else, so that it is always close by and visible to the baby.
Magical dreams
dreambuddy has a pocket on the back, for boys and girls to fill with whatever they
would like to dream about. The little ones can put a drawing or a written adventure
in the pocket of their dreambuddy, so that both of them can journey to the world of
happy dreams together.
A very useful tool to introduce into their sleep routine, so they can go to bed without
feeling afraid.
Accompanies you at every stage
dreambuddy is an evolutionary doll. When the baby is very young, it can hang on a crib
thanks to its Velcro strap. Later on, it can constantly accompany the baby in the crib, in
bed or wherever they sleep or go, day or night, as it is an ideal playmate.

89361 pixie
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89362 fairy

We support you along the way with
any enquiry you might have
After-sales service

Customer care service

The after-sales service of Miniland is one of our added values and a fundamental part of
our business strategy.

We advise our clients in a personalised way about all of our products and services.

We offer support tailored to the end users, quickly responding to any enquiry or incident,
thus releasing our points of sales from these procedures.
For this reason, we request that if any client requires our after-sales service, they be
encouraged to get in touch with us directly.
After-sales service +34 966 557 775
tecnico@miniland.es
Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Our team’s manner will always be intimate, agile, and suited to the needs of each client as
their orders are processed and any questions that may arise answered.
Customer care +34 965 564 950
ventas@miniland.es
Monday to Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Fridays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Pol. Ind. La Marjal I · C/ La Patronal, 10 · 03430 Onil (Alicante) SPAIN · After-sales Service+34 966 557 775 · Customer Service +34 965 564 950
minilandgroup.com

